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The Cataloging Menu now warns when there is an old unresolved batch. An old 
unresolved batch is any batch that was created prior to the current day, and has a batch 
status that is not CANCEL, DELETED, or DONE (therefore the status is ERROR, 
FILING, HOLD, or INUSE). Such a batch prevents its bibliographic records from being 
added to new batches. 
 
When there is only one old unresolved batch, the Cataloging Menu warning is at the 
top, stating the batch's number, user, count of bibs, date, and status. Example: 
 

 
 
When there are more than one old unresolved batches, the Cataloging Menu warning is 
at the top, stating the number of old unresolved batches and "See function [View 
Unresolved Batches]": 
 

 
 
Function [View Unresolved Batches] lists all batches which have the status ERROR, 
FILING, HOLD, or INUSE. Here's an example: 
  
 Batch# 9683 by Cindy has 7 bib(s) from 07/03/2013 as HOLD. 

 Batch# 10339 by Cindy has 1 bib(s) from 01/10/2014 as HOLD. 

 Batch# 11795 by Mary has 1 bib(s) from 05/30/2014 as HOLD. 

 Batch# 11940 by Rob has 9 bib(s) from 07/11/2014 as HOLD. 
 
You can use two functions to resolve these old unresolved batches:   
 
 - Batch Control; 
 - Cancel All Unresolved Batches. 
 
In function [Batch Control] select the batch by its batch number (clear the Batch# field, 
type the batch number, and press ENTER). Then either (1) complete the work and run 
[Update Catalog with the Batch], or (2) select Change Batch Status->Remove Batch. 
 
Function [Cancel All Unresolved Batches] should be used with great care, particularly if 
there is more than one user for your catalog. This function will change the status of any 
batch from ERROR, FILING, HOLD, or INUSE to CANCEL. It will make available any 
bib held by these batches for use by another batch. In a union catalog, this function only 
cancels batches which are owned by the catalog. 
 
 


